Massively parallel framework (MapReduce/Litmerin)

Speed up some computation by distributing work across servers
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Total order: all servers are able to impose the same ordering on all events.

FIFO: ordering is relative to the server which generates the event.
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How to get to closest? (Clarity)
How to get to a policy compliant clusters?
main objective = even utilization across servers

randomly spread clients to servers

want user to consistently go to same server

Consistency
Global LB

* purely DNS / ANYCAST
  → closest cluster (reduce latency)
  or
  some corporate policy

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Local LB

* Consistent hashing
  → even util
  consistently map client to server
Synchronize

Assumptions

- msgs are FIFO
- no msgs are ever dropped
- no server ever fails
- only one snapshot at a time

FIFO

Periodically
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@ initiating server

takes a checkpoint of memory

Sends out markers to every server in system

and wait for everyone else to send a marker

a queue for each server

every msg from server goes in queue until you get a marker from the server
Memory
checkpoint
FIFO \leftarrow \text{logical clock}

\rightarrow \text{Vector clock}

Total: FIFO + Tie Breaker